
   Join popular Classical KUSC 
host Alan Chapman for a glorious 
week of music and art in Rome! 
The ancient town on the Tiber that once ruled “the fairest portion of 

the earth,” boasts 2500 years of civilization and a heritage as rich and 

varied as any in the Western world. From the magnificent remains of 

the ancient Forum to the incomparable treasures of the Vatican and 

St. Peter’s, from Michelangelo to Caravaggio to Bernini, participants 

will embark on a journey through the labyrinthine history of the 

Eternal City. The musical highlights include a performance of Puccini’s 

dramatic tour de force Tosca, the quintessential Rome opera and we 

will traverse the very sites of the opera that morning! In addition,  

we will hear arguably Italy’s finest orchestra, the Accademia Nazionale 

di Santa Cecilia, named for music’s patron saint, and a recital by the 

iconoclastic French pianist, Hélène Grimaud. Finally we have organized 

a private concert exclusively for the group from the great repertoire of 

the Baroque written in Rome from the 17th & 18th centuries.

The group will have the rare privilege of a semi-private tour of the 

Sistine Chapel and Vatican Museums, without the lines and crowds. 

And we will descend beneath the altar of St. Peter’s Basilica for an  

exclusive tour of its catacombs, the burial ground of St. Peter and 

many Popes. An excursion outside the walls of Rome takes us to 

Tivoli and the richly evocative ancient ruins of Hadrian’s Villa and the 

Renaissance gardens of the Villa d’Este. Our lodging for the week  

is at the luxurious Hotel Raphael, perhaps the finest boutique hotel 

in the city, located steps from the Piazza Navona and Pantheon, and 

boasting some rooms designed by architect Richard Meier. Expert  

art historians as guides, fine dining and the commentary of Alan 

Chapman complete this fabulous Roman holiday!

ALAN CHAPMAN is the host of his popular weekday morning 
program on KUSC, in addition to two weekend programs: Modern Times and 
Thornton Center Stage. 

After receiving his undergraduate degree from  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, he earned  
a Ph.D. in music theory from Yale University.  
He is currently a member of the music theory  
faculty of the Colburn Conservatory. He was a  
longtime professor at Occidental College and has 
also been a visiting professor at UCLA and UC  
Santa Barbara.

Alan is also known as a pre-concert lecturer, as the programmer and host of the 
inflight classical channel on Delta Airlines, and as a composer/lyricist.

 
TOUR COST: $5,580 per person, ground only;  
Group limited to 25 participants
The Rome tour is an exclusive presentation of Classical KUSC and is organized by THE GRAND 
TOUR Travel Company, Peterborough, New Hampshire, Calif. Lic.: 2088711-40

Roman Holiday!
and INMusic and Art in the  

Eternal City 
March 9-17, 2015

Castel Sant’ Angelo

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:
•	 Prime	tickets	to	performances	of	Puccini’s	Tosca at the Opera di Roma,  
 Brahms’ German Requiem performed by the Orchestra & Chorus of the  
 Accademia di Santa Cecilia, and a recital by pianist   
 Hélène Grimaud

•	 Private	Baroque	concert	performed	exclusively	 
 for the group 

•	 Semi-private	tours	of	the	Sistine	Chapel	and		
 Vatican Museums

•	 Private	guided	tours	of	other	major	artistic	sites	 
 of Rome including St. Peter’s and the catacombs  
 beneath the altar, the Galleria Borghese, and  
 Villa Farnesina with expert art historians

•	 The	commentary	of	Classical	KUSC	host		 	
 Alan Chapman

•	 Private	excursion	to	Tivoli	and	tours	of	Hadrian’s		
 Villa and the Villa d’Este

•	 Deluxe	accommodations	at	the	5-star	Hotel		
 Raphael, a Relais & Châteaux property

•	 Private	air-conditioned	motorcoach	transportation

•	 Plenty	of	free	time	to	relax,	shop	 or  
 additional sight-seeing!



Monday, March 9
The optional group flight departs LAX arriving at 
Rome’s Leonardo da Vinci Airport the following day.   

TUESDAY, MARCH 10 
BENVENUTO!
Arrival in Rome and transfer to the elegant  
Hotel Raphael, a 5-star hotel in the heart of the 
ancient capital, only steps from the Piazza Navona.  
A reception at the hotel precedes our welcome  
dinner at Il Convivio Troiano, Michelin one-star 
restaurant and one of Rome’s best. 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11 
ROME ETERNAL
After breakfast offered daily at the Raphael,  
we embark on our exploration of the Eternal City, 
visiting different landmarks that make Rome one of 
the great cities of the world. Our guide is prominent 
art historian, Dr. Lila Yawn, of the American Academy 
in Rome and Cornell. We’ll visit the ancient Roman 
Forum, overlook the city from Santa Sabina,  
whose 5th century doors present one of the oldest  
representations of the Crucifixion, stand in  
Michelangelo’s magnificent Piazza Campidoglio,  
and peruse the stunning Caravaggio’s in Santa  
Maria del Popolo. Lunch is nearby.  Tonight, French  

pianist Hélène 
Grimaud, known for 
her thoughtful and 
probing artistry,  
performs an eclectic  
program under the 
title Acqua (Water).

THURSDAY, MARCH 12
TOSCA’S KISS!
Puccini’s Tosca was famously described by one  
critic as “that shabby little shocker” but we love it!  
An opera aficionado might recognize more of  
the Italian libretto than any other work in the  
repertoire. The story takes place all in one day at 
three locations: the church of Sant’Andrea della 
Valle, the Palazzo Farnese (now the French Embassy), 
and the Castel Sant’Angelo, along the Tiber. They all 

the romantic ruins covering nearly 250 acres include 
palaces, baths, temples, libraries and state rooms. 
Cardinal Ippolito d’Este, son of Lucrezia Borgia and 
grandson of a Pope, removed both marble and  
statues  from Hadrian’s ruins to build his own  
beautiful Renaissance villa nearby, and one of the 
most splendid gardens with various waterworks 
exploding into fountains, cascades and water jets. 
Between visits to both sites, lunch is at the  
Restaurant La Sibilla, next to an evocative ruin of a 
temple to the prophetess Sybil herself. Back in Rome, 
your evening is free. 

MONDAY, MARCH 16
ITALY’S ORCHESTRA
Today is free for you to relax, shop or sight-see.  
This evening around our gala Farewell Dinner we 
attend a performance of the fine Orchestra & Chorus 
of the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia. German  
maestro Manfred Honeck leads them in Brahms’ 
moving German Requiem with baritone Matthias  
Goerne and soprano Christiane Karg as soloists

TUESDAY, MARCH 17 
ARRIVEDERCI, ROMA
The tour ends after breakfast, and our group flight 
departs for Los Angeles arriving home the same day.

TOUR REGISTRATION 
 
TOUR COST: $5,580 per person, ground only,  
double occupancy. Single supplement: $970 
Optional group flight: $1,055 on British Airways 
 
DEPOSIT: $1100 per person first come, first served  
(includes a tax-deductible $600 contribution to KUSC) 
Balance deadline is January 26, 2015.  
After that date, call for availability.

Contact Minnie Prince of KUSC at 213-225-7534,  
mprince@kusc.org to reserve your place on the tour  
with a credit card deposit, or send a check for the  
deposit amount to: KUSC Rome Tour, The Grand Tour,  
PO Box 7913, Los Angeles, CA 90007. Registration  
materials can be downloaded from www.kusc.org

QUESTIONS?  
Contact Minnie Prince at KUSC or The Grand Tour  
at 800-727-2995 or info@thegrandtour.com 

Daily Itinerary
remain monuments of the city and we’ll tour them  
in the morning, lunch included, prior to the live  
performance in the evening at Opera di Roma’s 
Teatro Costanza.   

FRIDAY, MARCH 13
ROME BAROQUE
Raphael and Bernini are two of the greatest of 
the artists who thrived in Rome and we’ll take a 
close look at some of their masterpieces. Raphael’s 
frescoes grace the Villa Farnesina, one of the most 
harmonious of Renaissance palaces, lying along the 
Tiber not far from our hotel. The Galleria Borghese on 
the grounds of the lovely gardens of the same name, 
Bernini’s astounding sculptures highlight almost 
every gallery.  In the evening, we’ll dine at another 
one of Rome’s best restaurants, Agata e Romeo.

SATURDAY, MARCH 14
THE VATICAN &  
SISTINE CHAPEL
This morning we have a special treat: the group  
will take a before-hours tour of the magnificent  
Sistine Chapel with its stunning ceiling and Last 
Judgment painted by Michelangelo between 1508 
and 1512, and the room where the conclaves to elect 
a new Pope are still held. A tour of the Basilica of  
St. Peter’s, one of the largest churches in the world 
and one of the greatest works of Renaissance  
architecture follows. Then the group will descend  
beneath the basilica to visit the grottoes and  
necropolis—in use until the reign of Constantine— 
including the tomb of St. Peter. 

Especially in the baroque era when Rome became a 
major stop on The Grand Tour, composers enjoyed a 
rich patronage as never before. Handel and Corelli 
were just two of the most prominent. Tonight a 
Baroque ensemble will perform some of the great 
works of the era written in Rome, exclusively for  
the group. 

SUNDAY, MARCH 15
TIVOLI
We venture outside the Eternal City today for a 
fascinating excursion to Tivoli, lying at the foot 
of the Sabine hills. The Emperor Hadrian built an 
enormous villa there in the 2nd century AD of which 
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